Pegasus, a heterogeneous multidatabase management system being developed by the Database Technology Department at Hewlett-Packard Laboratories, responds to the need for effective access and management of shared data across a wide range of applications. Pegasus provides facilities for multidatabase applications to access and manipulate multiple autonomous heterogeneous distributed object-oriented, relational, and other information systems through a uniform interface. It is not just a front-end approach to multiple databases but a complete data management system that integrates various native and local databases.

The literature describes a number of heterogeneous database projects and systems. Litwin, Mark, and Roussopoulos" and Thomas et al.' survey prototype and commercial heterogeneous multidatabase management systems, and Gupta' provides a collection of papers on the subject.

A heterogeneous multidatabase system must support various database systems with different database models, languages, and services. One approach to reduce the number of mappings between diverse data systems is to define a common data model and language. For instance, Dataplex maps the underlying data models to a relational data definition. Since a basic relational model is not sufficient to capture the integrated semantics of underlying systems, the Amoco Distributed Database System' uses an extended relational data model to integrate relational, network, and hierarchical databases.

Multibase, an ambitious project that has interesting similarities to and differences from Pegasus, provides a uniform and integrated interface for retrieving data from existing heterogeneous databases. Multibase uses a functional data...
model to represent schema of various existing databases. A view mechanism defines the integration of local database schemas. The view mechanism also specifies the rules for resolving data mismatches.

Multibase uses the function abstraction in the Daplex schema language for writing integration rules and providing operations that database management systems (DBMSs) do not provide. The Multibase experience has indicated the need for a more extensible framework for dealing with the peculiarities of various DBMSs.

Pegasus takes advantage of object-oriented data modeling and programming capabilities. It uses both type and function abstractions to deal with mapping and integration problems. Function implementation can be defined in an underlying database language or a programming language. Data abstraction and encapsulation facilities in the Pegasus object model provide an extensible framework for dealing with various kinds of heterogeneities in the traditional database systems and nontraditional data sources ranging from simple text to complex multimedia systems.

Pegasus data model

Pegasus' object-oriented model serves as a framework for uniform interoperation of multiple data sources with different data management systems. The model, based on the Iris object-oriented model,9 contains three basic constructs:

- **Types** have unique names and represent collections of objects that share common characteristics. Types are organized in a directed acyclic graph that supports generalization and specialization and provides multiple inheritance. A type may be declared to be a subtype of other types. A function defined on a given type is also defined on all its subtypes. Objects that are instances of a type are also instances of its supertypes.
- **Objects** are uniquely identified by their object identifiers. Some objects, such as integers, are self-identifying. Objects may gain and lose types dynamically. For example, an object representing a given person may be created as an instance of the Student type. Later, it may lose the Student type and acquire the Employee type.
- **Functions** are the manifestations of operations and provide mappings among objects. Properties of, relationships among, and computations on objects are expressed in terms of functions. Arguments and results of functions are typed. A type can thus be characterized by the roles it plays in the arguments and results of various functions.

The unifying data definition and data manipulation language of Pegasus is the Heterogeneous Object Structured Query Language. HOSQL is a functional as well as object-oriented language that provides declarative statements to manipulate multiple heterogeneous databases and to create types, functions, and objects in both Pegasus and underlying local databases. Specifications of types and functions can also be imported from underlying local databases and can then be integrated into the Pegasus native schemas, if so desired.

Databases, types, functions, and instances are defined by HOSQL statements of the form:

```
CREATE ObjectSpecification AS
  ObjectImplementation;
```

ObjectSpecification is Database or Type followed by a user-defined name or Function followed by a function name and the specification of its arguments and results. AS ObjectImplementation is an optional clause that specifies how the object is created.

Pegasus provides mapping facilities to generate a Pegasus schema that gives a local data source the appearance of a Pegasus database and thus lets the user access the database with HOSQL queries. The mapping facilities are modular, with a separate module for each local data model (such as relational and network models).

Each module provides mechanisms for specifying mapping between the data model of a data source and the data model of Pegasus, and for translating queries expressed in HOSQL into the language of the data source. Mapping mechanisms are supported by variants of the AS clause of the Create statement. The example below creates a type Employee that represents an employee entity in a relational database. The employee entity is identified by the primary key (PK) Empno in the Emprel relation in the Empdb relational database. The functions defined on the Employee type are mapped to the attributes of employee given in Emprel.

```
CREATE Type Employee AS
  Relational Empdb.Emprel (PK = Empno);

CREATE Function Name (Employee e) -> String n
  As Relational Empdb.Emprel
  (x = Empno);

CREATE Function Skills (Employee e) -> String s Many
  As Relational Empdb.Emprel
  (n = Name);

CREATE Function Skills (Employee e) -> String s Many
  As Relational Empdb.Emprel
  (s = Skill);
```

In the example above, the mapping and translation specifications can be fully or partially automated via special-purpose tools. Ahmed and Rafii describe automatic mapping of relational schemas to Pegasus schemas. HOSQL variables, which are references to objects in the result or argument of a function, can be used in queries and update statements. Variables range over the domains of types they refer to. An object can be retrieved into a variable, which can then be used to refer to the object. An HOSQL query can be expressed by following syntax:

```
SELECT list of variables or functions
FOR EACH list of all variables and their types
WHERE predicate expression;
```

The SELECT clause lists variables or functions. The FOR EACH clause quantifies and types all variables used in the SELECT and WHERE clauses. The WHERE clause contains a predicate expression that may involve nested functions, variables, constants, or subqueries.

Data integration

Other databases can be connected to a Pegasus database to provide access to multiple data sources. Figure 1 shows a Pegasus database system configuration. A data source is typically a database,
although it can be of another type (such as a file system). Data sources not directly controlled by Pegasus are called local data sources. A local data source is represented in Pegasus by an imported schema that looks like a Pegasus schema, but the underlying data is in the local data source. A complete or partial mapping of a local schema can be visible through Pegasus. A native database is created in Pegasus, and both its schema and data are managed by Pegasus.

Before a data source can participate in a Pegasus multidatabase system, the external characteristics of its system must be registered with Pegasus. Registration is carried out at the system level in a given environment (platform and network). Registration describes data management systems, network protocols, network nodes, machine types, etc.

Attachment is an important data integration facility provided by Pegasus. Attachment logically extends a native database with other databases and creates unified Pegasus schemas. A sequence of mappings to one or more local databases can be labeled, stored, and later recalled in an attach statement. An attach statement activates a stored group of mappings and attempts to establish connections to the named databases. An attachment can expose a particular integrated view of the underlying data to a group of users.

Multiple data sources can be interoperated via Pegasus without having an integrated global schema. HOSQL statements may refer directly to the individual imported schemas. Integration in Pegasus is optional and deals with semantic and schematic heterogeneity among different databases, all of which have imported schemas in Pegasus.

By default, Pegasus unifies the native schema and all imported schemas. The user-created types, functions, and objects in the native and imported databases are presumed to be distinct and disjoint. Names of types and functions may be prefixed by their database names to prevent ambiguities. Ambiguities involving the native database will be resolved in favor of the native database. In Pegasus, a single specification of system types and functions, as well as literal objects, is shared by native and imported databases.

The Pegasus prototype supports one fairly natural integration technique; it creates supertypes of types defined in underlying databases. Suppose the Pegasus schema contains types Programmer and Engineer, which might originate in different databases. Using the following command, we can create an abstract supertype Person, which acquires all the common functions from Programmer and Engineer:

Create Type Person supertype of Programmer, Engineer;

If both Programmer and Engineer have functions such as Name and Project, then the supertype Person acquires these functions. This mechanism can also be looked on as upward inheritance. The following query

Select Name (x), Project (x) For Each Person x;

will retrieve the names and projects of all programmers and engineers.

Simple mismatches of function names can be handled by using the Alias feature of HOSQL, allowing functions with different names to participate in upward inheritance as though they had the same name.

In general, semantic or behavioral differences among functions in different databases cannot be reconciled automatically. The Pegasus mechanisms for defining derived and foreign functions allow a database administrator to specify the appropriate reconciliation strategy. The body of a derived function is written with HOSQL statements. The body of a foreign function can be written in any general-purpose programming language and dynamically linked with Pegasus.

Domain mismatch. The domain mismatch problem arises when common concepts are treated in different ways by different domains in different spheres. Consider the concept of money. The different domains correspond to different currencies in which money might be represented. A sphere is some scope in which a single domain, that is, a single currency, is used.

Currencies represent a relatively sim-
Schema and domain mappings

Consider two existing databases in an organization. As the figure shows, a personnel database Empdb stores information about full-time employees. A departmental database Progdb describes programmers and their projects.

In Empdb, employees are identified by their unique employee number (Eno). The designers of Progdb chose social security numbers (SSNs) to uniquely identify the programmers.

Some programmers are full-time employees and appear in both databases. Some employees are not programmers, and some programmers are not full-time employees. One possible approach for integrating these databases is to define a new Pegasus database that maps employee and programmer entities to Employee and Programmer types, respectively.

The mapping in this case is a simple one-to-one mapping. But more complex mapping algorithms can be encapsulated in this function. Given this function, you can derive a new Eno function for the Programmer type that uses the SsnToEno function to produce an employee number (if any) for a programmer. The new Eno function for programmers can be used in a query to find the skills of programmers who are full-time employees.

The alias statement handles function name mismatches. It is used here to unify the Name function for both Employees and Programmers. With this preparation, functions Name and Eno are defined on both Employee and Programmer types.

One can define a new type Person that is a supertype of Employee and Programmer types. Therefore, a query that references the Name of persons retrieves names of both programmers and employees.

In the future, the query processor of Pegasus will be able to automatically use the association between employees and programmers to eliminate duplicate names for employees that are also programmers.

An integrated view of two databases.
globally unified form in an integrating sphere. For example, corporate headquar-
ters (the integrating sphere) may wish to see the starting salaries for all jobs. Different divi-
sions (the local spheres) may have different definitions of jobs, different algorithms for defin-
ing starting salaries, and different currencies in which they are expressed.

An ideal domain mapping is an in-
vertible computation on a stable popu-
lation of literal data values, such as unit conversion. But the populations may not be stable, requiring the mapping to be updated; for example, adoption of new letter grades at one school might require updating the mapping between other schools. Also, the mapping may not be invertible, perhaps being many-
to-one.

The easiest solution puts the burden on users, requiring them to maintain the domains and mappings by appropriately creating and deleting objects and modifying mapping rules or data (see the sidebar). In this case, a mapping simply returns an error when it encoun-
ters an unfamiliar value. Suppose, for example, the Grade function for type Student1 and the Points function for type Student2 do not behave consisten-
tly. The types Student1 and Student2 might have different underlying data-
bases. The user can define functions Map1 and Map2, which convert each to a common result:

Create Supertype Student of
Student1, Student2;
Create Function Score(Student x) :-:
Real r AS
IF Student1(x) THEN
Map1(Grade(x))
ELSE IF Student2(x) THEN
Map2(Points (x))
ELSE ERROR;

Schema mismatch. Schema mismatch occurs when the data elements of one database correspond to the schema elements of another database (that is, similar concepts are expressed differently in the schema). Depending on the model, these schema elements can be relations and attributes, entities and relationships, classes and methods, types and functions, etc. Our work is expressed in terms of the types and functions in the Pegasus object model.

Many schema mismatch problems are really domain mismatch problems, except that they involve schema elements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Reading</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HP</td>
<td>Close</td>
<td>1/3/91</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP</td>
<td>Close</td>
<td>1/4/91</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>1/3/91</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>1/4/91</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM</td>
<td>Close</td>
<td>1/4/91</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>1/4/91</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. The StockSphere, data values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reading</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Close</td>
<td>1/3/91</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Close</td>
<td>1/4/91</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>1/3/91</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>1/4/91</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. The StockSphere, data values.

To demonstrate the capability of Pegas-
us for reconciling the structural dif-
ferences in schema of different spheres, we can define a function StockPrice that returns stock prices given a company, reading, and date.

Create function StockPrice(Char Company, Char Reading, Char Date) -> Real Price AS
Select Price
For Each Real Price, Char Company, Char Reading, Char Date
Where Activity (Company, Reading, Date) = Price
Union
Select Price
For Each Function f, Real Price, Char Company, Char Reading, Char Date
Where FunctionName (f) = Company and f (Reading, Date) = Price,

In the above example, FunctionName is a system-defined function that returns the name of a function and f is a variable that ranges over all functions defined in the system. The result of the second select statement is to dynamically bind to f all functions whose names match the parameter Company. In the first select statement, this parameter is used simply as a data value. Clearly, we can define a function AverageStockPrice, if prices are returned from both spheres and the two prices are averaged.

Object identification. Object identifi-
cation in single database systems is rela-
tively simple. Most conventional object-oriented DBMSs have developed and adopted workable approaches. However, object identification in a hetero-
genous multidatabase management system is difficult because logically dif-
ferent objects have the same identifier in different data sources. The usual solution to the collision of object identifiers across multiple data sources is to introduce an independent system of glo-
ally unique identifiers that have to be mapped to the local identifiers of each participating local database. A single logical object can have differ-
et identifiers in different data sources. The same object sometimes exists in multiple data sources. A given
student might be attending several schools, or the same person might exist in separate databases as a student and as a teacher. They can be expected to have different object identifiers in the different databases. There is, in general, no fully automatic way to deal with this. Therefore, Pegasus allows the user to specify equivalences.

The specification of equivalences might be an algorithm that matches social security numbers or a user-constructed table of corresponding object identifiers. Pegasus will attempt to treat equivalent object identifiers as synonyms for the same object.

Certain local data sources do not provide unique object identification. These sources can be handled either by modeling everything as literals or by introducing user-specified object identifiers. In the latter case, object identifiers are constructed from user-imposed types and key properties, such as student type and student number. This requires handling of heterogeneous identifiers with different formats and lengths.

These problems are being investigated in the Pegasus project. Providing an independent system of globally unique identifiers will simplify the solution. The correctness criteria used in evaluating various solutions are

- **Uniqueness.** Objects must be distinguishable from one another in local or global context.
- **Stability.** Objects must retain their identities despite changes in properties.
- **Consistency.** Object identifiers must not conflict with one another if the system supports several kinds, such as logical, local, and global object identifiers.

### Pegasus architecture

Figure 2 shows the Pegasus functional layers:

- **The intelligent information access layer** provides such services as information mining, browsers, schema exploration, and natural language interfaces.
- **The cooperative information management layer** deals with schema integration, global query processing, local query translation, and transaction management.
- **The local data access layer** manages schema mapping, local query and command translation, network communications, local system invocation, and data conversion and routing.

The cooperative information management layer is responsible for processing HOSQL statements and coordinating multidatabase transactions. It supports the global object model and manages integrated schema and mapping information.

**Executive.** The executive manages the interaction between Pegasus and its clients. HOSQL queries are passed to the query decomposer module in a canonical form that represents the parse tree of HOSQL functional expressions. The nodes of the parse tree include function calls, types, variables, and literals.

The tree is decomposed into a set of subqueries with an execution plan. The execution plan is annotated with the catalog information retrieved from the Pegasus storage services. The execution plan can be viewed as a tree consisting of operational primitives and operands.

Examples of operational primitives are commands to perform global joins, to pass parameters (data) between
DBMSs, and to synchronize steps executed in parallel. The operand nodes refer to the data in the native database or to a subquery against a local data source.

**Optimizer.** The optimizer module produces a more efficient alternative plan that is equivalent to the original plan. Several strategies are used by the optimizer. Executing a single DBMS query bypasses the optimization process and goes directly to the destination data source. The optimizer tries to reduce the invocations of local DBMS by grouping together the subqueries that refer to the same DBMS in an execution plan. The grouping merges several subqueries into a single query by possibly adding more restriction clauses to the merged query. Another strategy is to reduce the size of intermediate data retrieved from a DBMS. Based on statistics and heuristics on the selectivity of queries and volume of data in various DBMSs, a cost-based optimization is used to determine join order, join method, intermediate data routing, buffering, etc.

Unlike distributed DBMSs, Pegasus has limited access to the statistical information about local DBMSs. Moreover, Pegasus has no control over optimizing subqueries sent to each DBMS. For example, Pegasus cannot enforce a particular access path to be used at a database site. Otherwise, it will violate site autonomy. Therefore, Pegasus emphasizes global optimization and tries to find the best possible decomposition and grouping of queries.

**Local translator.** After the query execution plan is determined, a subquery in the plan may be submitted to a built-in local translator depending on the type of a local system. A local translator uses the mapping information between a local schema and an equivalent imported schema to translate a Pegasus subquery into the language of the local database (for example, SQL for a relational DBMS).

Pegasus internally supports the local translators for important systems such as relational databases. Other translators can be provided outside cooperative information management in the local data access layer. In this case, the details of binding a function (or a query) to the commands of the underlying server can be provided externally.

**Global interpreter.** The executive passes the final plan to the global interpreter for execution. The global interpreter dispatches and synchronizes internal and external executables, such as the Pegasus schema manager and object manager and local interpreters. The global interpreter also implements its own primitive database operations such as join, union, filter, and move. These operations apply to the data retrieved from the other executables.

The global interpreter dispatches the transaction manager, which provides transaction-oriented facilities. As various heterogeneous servers begin to interoperate in a cooperative environment, the need for managing transactions that preserve some degree of isolation and maintain global data consistency among different systems becomes important.

The main source of difficulty in applying traditional transaction management techniques in these environments is the local autonomy of the local systems that participate in the transactions. In conventional distributed DBMSs, the execution coordinator communicates with the local databases to enforce data integrity through the well-known two-phase locking and two-phase commit protocol. This is possible because all the local databases that participate in the transaction observe the same transaction protocols.

In a heterogeneous environment, not all participants will have the same transaction protocol. Therefore, Pegasus is exploring new transaction management techniques, which can provide more flexibility.

**Schema and object managers.** The schema and object managers implement data-definition operations, catalog management, object management, and schema integration services. All information about the mapping of schemas defined in a local system to an equivalent imported schema is kept in the catalog to be used for query processing and transaction management. The object manager, among other things, implements the data-definition operations of the model and maintains the user-defined mappings between the various object identifiers in different object-oriented DBMSs. The mapping information can be used to detect object equivalences in different local databases.

**Local translator/mapper.** Interface to local systems is implemented via local translator/mapper modules and Pegasus agents. A local translator/mapper module implements translation and mapping services not provided in cooperative information management. These modules can also provide additional semantics that are not provided in a local system. For instance, they can implement data exchange algorithms that are typically needed in a heterogeneous data environment.

During idle times, these modules can collect statistical data and communicate the results to the central site. They can also play a role in assisting global transaction management by providing missing functionalities such as two-phase commit or undo that might not be available in the local system.

**Pegasus agents.** A Pegasus agent is a process that runs in the same machine as a local DBMS. Its role is to represent Pegasus in the local site. The module is normally linked with the local system like one of its applications. It receives the translated commands from Pegasus, sends it to the local system, collects the results, and sends them back to Pegasus.

A Pegasus agent should match its buffer management policies with Pegasus to reduce communication and buffer management overhead. As a participant in a global query, a Pegasus agent may have to keep track of several active queries in its corresponding local DBMS. For instance, a Pegasus agent associated with a relational database may open multiple scans over tables accessed as part of a global query.

We believe that flexible, efficient, and general-purpose heterogeneous multiedatabases are needed to support the trend toward the extensive use of computers and information as competitive tools in today's complex business world. However, designing and implementing such systems is a major undertaking.

Several problems must be solved before robust general-purpose heterogeneous multidatabase management systems become possible. The problems that must be resolved include distinguishing equal but logically different objects, consolidating different representations of the same object, materializing the views of existing applications,
resolving the semantic and schematic heterogeneity of information stored in multiple databases, maintaining consistency of data in the presence of multidatabase concurrent transactions, and doing all this efficiently.

The near-term plans of the Pegasus multidatabase management system include facilities for updating the local databases through Pegasus, providing flexible transaction management and concurrency control, defining relationships across local databases, and resolving domain mismatches by providing conversion functions.
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